The validity of the suggestion that dyslexic children make more letter reversal errors than other children was tested. Horizontal letter reversals of 8- to 11-year-old dyslexic children, nondyslexic speech- or language-impaired (SLI) children, and nonimpaired children in the context of individual letters, words, words spelled out letter-by-letter, and drawings incorporating letterlike shapes were examined. The results indicated that dyslexic children made significantly more errors than nondyslexic SLI and nonimpaired children in word production tasks but not word recognition tasks. When the letters were presented individually, the three groups did not differ in the number of reversals made. Results of the task that involved copying a drawing indicated that dyslexic children rarely reversed letters when they were embedded in drawings. The drawings of a person made by dyslexic children were no different in terms of structure and detail from drawings made by nonimpaired age-matched children. Letter reversals presented the greatest problem for dyslexic children in tasks in which the letters served a symbolic, specifically linguistic, function. (PAM)
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ABSTRACT

It has long been suggested that dyslexic children make more letter reversal errors than other children, although surprisingly few studies have compared error rates across various tasks and across varied subject populations. In this study, horizontal letter reversal errors were examined in the context of individual letters, words, words spelled out letter-by-letter, and drawings incorporating letter-like shapes. The goal was to see if dyslexic 8-11 year old children reversed (or omitted) more letters than either non-dyslexic speech- and/or language-impaired (SLI) children, or nonimpaired children. Results showed that dyslexic children produced significantly more reversal and/or omission errors than the other two groups in tasks where they were asked to write down letters from the words they heard read or spelled out on tape. There were no group differences in tasks where children were asked to recognize reversed letters. Nor were the groups distinguished in tasks where they were asked to copy drawings incorporating letter-like shapes. The tendency of dyslexic children to horizontally reverse letters appears to be specific to linguistic production tasks that involve whole words, or words spelled out letter by letter.
LETTER REVERSALS PRODUCED AND RECOGNIZED
BY DYSLEXIC AND NONDYSLEXIC CHILDREN

INTRODUCTION

CHILDREN WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DYSLEXIA (SPECIFIC
NONACQUIRED READING IMPAIRMENT WITH NORMAL INTELLIGENCE)
ARE BELIEVED TO REVERSE LETTERS IN PRINTING MORE
OFTEN THAN OTHER CHILDREN, BUT SURPRISINGLY FEW
STUDIES HAVE COMPARED DIFFERENT TASKS AND DIFFERENT
CHILDREN TO TEST THIS CLAIM. THE PRESENT STUDY
EXAMINES HORIZONTAL REVERSAL ERRORS (E.G., PRINTING
d AS b) IN RECOGNIZING AND PRINTING THE FOLLOWING
OFTEN-REVERSED LOWER-CASE ENGLISH LETTERS:
bdpqesyhnud
1) PRODUCTION OF LETTER REVERSALS
   A) CHILD PRINTED 10 INDIVIDUAL LETTERS IN
      LOWER-CASE FROM AN AUDIOCASSETTE RECORDING:
      budnphqesy
   B) CHILD PRINTED 10 SIMPLE WORDS CONTAINING
      THESE 10 OFTEN REVERSED LETTERS, READ ON AN
      AUDIOCASSETTE:
      cane, knob, yard, drip, bash, hobo, play,
      quit equal, soda
   C) CHILD PRINTED THE SAME 10 WORDS AS THEY
      WERE SPELLED OUT LETTER-BY-LETTER ON AUDIOCASSETTE:
      h-o-b-o, c-a-n-e, b-a-s-h, k-n-o-b, d-r-i-p,
      y-a-r-d, p-l-a-y, q-u-i-t, e-q-u-a-l, s-o-d-a

2) RECOGNITION OF LETTER REVERSALS
   A) CHILD CIRCLED THOSE LETTERS "DRAWN WRONG"
      FROM TWO SETS OF B PRINTED LETTERS:
      duex sh
      ypwh
   B) CHILD CIRCLED THOSE LETTERS THAT WERE "DRAWN
      WRONG" WHICH WERE PARTS OF 20 DIFFERENT WORDS, e.g.,
      squint
TASKS, CONTINUED

3) Child copied 10 predrawn figures containing the often-reversed letters, e.g.,

ORIGINAL STIMULUS

CHILD'S COPY

4) Child drew a picture of a person
PREDICTIONS

1) ONE SPECIFIC PREDICTION WAS THAT DYSLEXIC CHILDREN WOULD OUTNUMBER THE TWO NONDYSLEXIC GROUPS IN TERMS OF REVERSAL ERRORS PRODUCED. PRODUCTION ERRORS INVOLVED REVERSING LETTERS IN PRINTING LETTERS OR WORDS THAT WERE PRESENTED ALOUD ON A CASSETTE TAPE. DYSLEXIC CHILDREN WERE EXPECTED TO PERFORM BELOW THE OTHER GROUPS IN TASKS WHERE THEY WERE ASKED TO RECOGNIZE WHETHER OR NOT LETTERS WERE REVERSED. A RECOGNITION ERROR INVOLVED SEEING A REVERSED PRINTED LETTER AS CORRECT, OR PERCEIVING A CORRECTLY ORIENTED LETTER AS INCORRECT.

2) A SECOND PREDICTION WAS THAT THE 3 GROUPS WOULD DIFFER IN TERMS OF LETTER-REVERSAL ERROR RATES ONLY WHEN THE LETTERS WERE PLACED IN THE CONTEXT OF WORDS, NOT INDIVIDUALLY. LETTER REVERSALS SHOULD BE MORE COMMON IN WORD CONTEXTS, WHERE THE LETTER SERVERS A SYMBOLIC, LINGUISTIC FUNCTION, THAN WHEN PRESENTED INDIVIDUALLY.
3) IN LINE WITH THE SECOND PREDICTION, WE HYPOTHEORIZED THAT LETTER-LIKE SHAPES WOULD NOT BE REVERSED WHEN THEY WERE EMBEDDED IN REPRESENTATIONAL DRAWINGS. PAST STUDIES HAVE SUGGESTED THAT REVERSALS ARE RARE IN DRAWING TASKS COMPARED TO LANGUAGE TASKS (E.G., LIBERMAN, 1985).

4) FINALLY, OVERALL DRAWING ABILITY OF THE 3 GROUPS OF CHILDREN WAS COMPARED. SOME PAST RESEARCH SUGGESTS THAT THE DRAWINGS OF DYSLEXICS ARE AS GOOD AS, IF NOT BETTER THAN, THE DRAWINGS OF NONIMPAIRED CHILDREN (E.G., ORTON, 1928, IN SYMMES, 1972). IF, IN FACT, DYSLEXIC CHILDREN DO DRAW WELL, AND IF THEY FAIL TO REVERSE LETTER-LIKE SHAPES IN DRAWING TASKS, PERHAPS DRAWING COULD BE USED AS AN AVENUE FOR OVERCOMING REVERSAL ERRORS IN PRINTING LETTERS.
RESULTS

TO SUMMARIZE THE FINDINGS FROM THIS PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION, DYSLEXIC CHILDREN DID MAKE SIGNIFICANTLY MORE ERRORS COMPARED TO NONDYSLEXIC SPEECH- AND/OR LANGUAGE-IMPAIRED (SLI) CHILDREN AND NONIMPAIRED (NI) CHILDREN IN WORD PRODUCTION TASKS, BUT NOT WORD RECOGNITION TASKS: \( F(2,28)=16.85, \ p<.01 \). THUS, PREDICTION 1 RECEIVED PARTIAL SUPPORT.

WHEN THE LETTERS WERE PRESENTED INDIVIDUALLY, THE 3 GROUPS DID NOT DIFFER IN THE NUMBER OF REVERSALS MADE: \( F(2,28)=.64, \ p<.05 \), IN KEEPING WITH PREDICTION 2. REVERSAL ERROR RATES WERE LOW FOR ALL 3 GROUPS IN THE SINGLE-LETTER CONDITION, SUPPORTING THE IDEA THAT ONLY WHEN THEY SERVE A SYMBOLIC, LINGUISTIC FUNCTION DO LETTERS GET REVERSED.

RESULTS OF THE DRAWING COPYING TASK SUGGEST THAT LETTERS ARE RARELY, IF EVER, REVERSED WHEN THEY ARE EMBEDDED IN DRAWINGS, IN LINE WITH PREDICTION 3. SUGGESTIONS FOR BETTER TASKS TO FURTHER TEST THIS CLAIM ARE GIVEN, INCLUDING THE IDEA OF USING SMALLER DRAWINGS AND ADDING A MEMORY COMPONENT TO THE TASK.
FINALLY, THE RESULTS SUGGEST THAT THE DRAWINGS OF A PERSON MADE BY DYSLEXICS ARE NO DIFFERENT IN TERMS OF STRUCTURE AND DETAIL FROM DRAWINGS MADE BY NONIMPAIRED AGE MATCHES. IN THIS SMALL STUDY, THE PERSON-DRAWING SCORES OF DYSLEXIC CHILDREN EXCEEDED THOSE OF SLI CHILDREN: $F(2,28)=4.27, p<.05$. MUCH MORE RESEARCH INTO THE ACTUAL PROCESS OF DRAWING NEEDS TO BE DONE BEFORE ANY FIRM CONCLUSIONS CAN BE MADE REGARDING USING DRAWINGS IN AN EDUCATIONAL AND/OR DIAGNOSTIC MANNER WITH DYSLEXIC CHILDREN.
Percentage of Letter Reversals Plus Omissions Produced by 8-11 Year Olds

- Letters read Aloud
- Words read Aloud
- Words Spelled Out

- Dyslexic
- S/L-Impaired
- Nonimpaired
CONCLUSIONS

IN CONCLUSION, THIS RESEARCH SUPPORTS THE NOTION THAT DYSLEXIC CHILDREN REVERSE LETTERS IN A HORIZONTAL DIRECTION MORE OFTEN THAN DO NONDYSLEXIC SPEECH AND/OR LANGUAGE-IMPAIRED AND NONIMPAIRED AGE MATCHES. THIS FINDING HELD TRUE IN TASKS WHERE WORDS WERE READ ALOUD, BUT NOT WHEN LETTERS WERE PRESENTED INDIVIDUALLY. THE 3 GROUPS COULD NOT BE DISTINGUISHED IN TASKS WHICH REQUIRED THEM TO RECOGNIZE, RATHER THAN PRODUCE, HORIZONTAL LETTER REVERSALS. THE 3 GROUPS DID NOT DIFFER IN COPYING SIMPLE DRAWINGS WITH LETTER-LIKE SHAPES EMBEDDED IN THEM. DYSLEXIC CHILDREN PERFORMED AS WELL AS, IF NOT BETTER THAN, NONDYSLEXIC CHILDREN IN PERSON-DRAWING TASKS. IT APPEARS THAT LETTER REVERSALS PRESENT THE GREATEST PROBLEM FOR DYSLEXIC 8 TO 11 YEAR OLDS IN TASKS WHERE THE LETTERS SERVE A SYMBOLIC, SPECIFICALLY LINGUISTIC FUNCTION.